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World-renowned scientist Dr. Robert Malone has warned that
globalist elites are pushing a “death agenda” that seeks to “end
humanity.”

Dr. Malone, the inventor of the mRNA technology used in Covid
shots, warns that world leaders and globalist organizations such
as the World Economic Forum (WEF) and United Nations (UN)
want to depopulate the planet so they can replace humans with
artificial intelligence-powered machines.

As Slay News has reported, the WEF has frequently promoted this
anti-human agenda.

WEF members argue that most of civilization will become
“useless” when industries are powered by an AI-driven workforce.

Malone raised the alarm about the plot during an interview on the
Alex Jones Show.

He broke down the manmade origins of the Covid virus and the
dangers mRNA vaccines pose to humanity.
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WATCH:

The comments from Malone follow a bombshell admission from
the WEF regarding the motivations for globalists to push
depopulation.

As Slay News reported, one of the leaders of the WEF has
declared that nations with “shrinking populations” are the “big
winners.”

According to the WEF, this is because globalists are pushing to
“substitute humans with machines.”

The comments were made by BlackRock CEO Larry Fink during
the WEF’s annual summit in Saudi Arabia earlier this week.

Fink also serves on the board of directors at the WEF and is listed
as one of the organization’s “agenda contributors.”

As chairman and chief executive of BlackRock, the world’s largest
asset manager, Fink has $10 trillion in global assets under
management.

During the WEF’s summit in Riyadh, Fink assured attendees
that collapsing populations in nations around the world will not be
a problem for the global elite.

In fact, Fink gloated that the collapse of civilization would be an
advantage for those “big winners” who have  been “substituting
humans” with “machines.”

Fink continues by bluntly declaring that the goal of the globalists is
the maximum destruction of the planet’s population.

“I can argue that in developed countries, countries with declining
populations will benefit,” Fink said during the WEF panel
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discussion.

“The big winners are those with shrinking populations.

“That’s something that most people never talked about,” he
admitted while saying the quiet part out loud.

“You know, we always used to think a shrinking population is a
cause for negative growth.

“But in my conversations with the leadership of these large
developed countries, which have xenophobic immigration policies
– they do not allow anyone to come – and shrinking
demographics, these countries will rapidly develop robotics, AI
[artificial intelligence], and technology.

“If the promise of all that transforms productivity, which most of us
think it will, we will be able to elevate the standard of living of
countries and the standard of living of individuals, even with
shrinking populations.

“So the paradigm of negative population growth is going to be
changing.

“And, the social problems that one will have when substituting
humans for machines is going to be far easier in those countries
that have declining populations.”

WATCH:

Meanwhile, experts continue to raise the alarm about looming
chaos that will decimate the human population.

As Slay News reported, a world-renowned scientist, who
previously served as Bill Gates’s vaccine specialist, has blown the
whistle to warn of a coming “wave of morbidity” and “mortality”
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among the Covid mRNA vaccinated.

Former Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation scientist and vaccine
expert Dr. Geert Vanden Bossche has warned that populations
around the world will soon experience a “completely
unprecedented” plunge.

He predicts that the death toll will be “up to 30-40% in highly
vaccinated countries.”

Bossche is not alone in his prediction of a major population
plunge, however.

As Slay News reported earlier, Professor Dolores Cahill, a world-
renowned immunology expert, issued an explosive warning to the
public that everyone who has been vaccinated with Covid mRNA
shots “will die within 3 to 5 years, even if they have had only one
injection.”

Prof. Cahill has over 25 years of expertise in high-throughput
protein array, antibody array, proteomics technology development,
and automation.

Not only does Cahill think the shots are dangerous, but she warns
that they will eventually kill everybody who has received one or
more doses.

During an interview, Cahill explains how mRNA in the injections
harms all recipients and acts like a ticking time bomb in the Covid-
vaccinated.

After explaining how the shots impact human health, Cahill made
this following chilling prediction:

“Everybody who has an mRNA injection will die within 3 to 5 years,
even if they have had only one injection.”
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READ MORE – Renowned Scientist: All Covid-Vaxxed ‘Will Die in
3 to 5 Years’
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